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11 The Greek Apocalypse of Peter 

PETER VAN MINNEN 

In this chapter I discuss the Greek fragments of the Apocalypse of 
Peter (ApPt)  from Egypt from a palaeographical, codicological, and 
philological point of view. I hope some basic insights will follow 
from this discussion with implications for the historical and theologi- 
cal interpretation of the text. 

First, I want to describe the codex containing the most substan- 
tial Greek fragment of the ApPt. This has not been done before in 
sufficient detail. Without recourse to the original, now kept in the 
Coptic Museum in Cairo, part of what I am going to say will remain 
hypothetical. Second, I want to reconsider briefly in what sense this 
Greek text represents an edited version of the original text of the 
ApPt, known very imperfectly through the Ethiopic text and a few 
other Greek fragments. In an appendix I present revised texts of these 
fragments. 

When the first substantial fragment of the ApPt was published in 
1892', little attention was paid to the physical aspects of the parch- 

U. Bouriant, Fragments grecs du livre d ' ~ n o c h  (Paris, 1892) 91-147. 
The subscription is dated to November 1891. D.D. Buchholz, Your Eyes 
Will Be Opened. A Study of the Greek (Ethiopic) Apocalypse of Peter (At- 
lanta, 1988) 84, says that James had access to the text before it was pub- 
lished, but this is incorrect. 0. von Gebhardt, Das Evangeliun~ und die 
Apokal.ypse des Petrus (Leipzig, 1893) remarks in his preface that 
Bouriant's edition was available in September 1892. James and other schol- 
ars in Europe apparently began studying the text in November 1892. Thus, 
J.A. Robinson and M.R. James, The Gospel According to Peter, and the 
Revelation of Peter (London 1892), state in their preface that Bouriant's edi- 
tion arrived in Cambridge on November 17, 1892 (their own preface is 
dated December 1, 1892: they wrote their booklet, which is still useful, in 
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ment codex that contained it. This is quite understandable: the dis- 
covery of substantial fragments of both the Gospel of Peter (GPt )  and 
the ApPt as well as the first part of I Elloch in Greek caused great 
excitement. Scholars focused on the text of the fragments and more 
particularly on the content of the GPt  and of the ApPt. The circum- 
stances of the find, the composition of the Akhmim codex, and the 
date of the manuscripts (plural) contained in it are very hard to pin 
down in the literature2. The limited palaeographical analysis focused 
on the date of the manuscripts, which could not be established at the 
time for lack of parallels. Hundred years ago few comparable manu- 
scripts from late antique Egypt had been published. Although this 
situation began to change soon after the publication of the Akhmim 
codex, the dating of the manuscripts continued to trouble scholars. 
Suggested dates range from the fourthififth century (C. Wessely) 
through the late fifth (H.A. Sanders), fifthisixth (B.P. Grenfell and 
A.S. Hunt,) and sixth century (E.G. Turner) to the eighthitwelfth cen- 
tury with a preference for the eighthininth century, first suggested on 
the basis of the earliest minuscule manuscripts by H. Omont. Only in 
1987, in their pioneering study on the Greek bookhands of late antiq- 
uity', G. Cavallo and H. Maehler redated the manuscripts to the late 

two weeks). Plates were published by May of next year (Gebhardt refers in 
his preface, which is dated to May 13, 1893, to these plates as having been 
published a few days earlier) by A. Lods, ~ ' ~ v a n g i l e  et /'Apocalypse de 
Pierre (Paris, 1893), who provides retouched images of all pages of the 
codex except pp. 11-12, followed closely by Gebhardt, who gives photo- 
graphic images of pp. 1-20 only. Lods also gives an image of the inside of 
the cover, but not of the outside. Only Gebhardt provides a sustained 
palaeographical description of both the Gospel and the Apocalypse of Peter 
in the Akhmim codex. We had to wait until 1987 for the next palaeogra- 
phical analysis of the codex (see note 3 below). 

For a brief statement see L. Vaganay, L'~vangi1e de Pierre (Paris, 1930) 
14-6. 

G. Cavallo and H. Maehler, Greek Bookhands of the Early B-yzantine 
Period. A.D. 300-800 (London, 1987) no. 41, with three illustrations of the 
hands represented in the codex. The hand of the fragment of the Martyrdom 
of Julian of Anazarhus also contained in the codex is not taken into consid- 
eration by Cavallo and Maehler. They provide a brief bibliography on ear- 
lier suggestions for the date of the codex. 
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sixth century. It is important to restate the case for such a date, be- 
cause their study may not be in the hands of all those interested in the 
Greek ApPt. 

But first I want to say something about the circumstances of the 
find. The codex was found in the winter of 188611887 about 200 me- 
ters north-east from the top of a cemetery at Akhmim, ancient 
Panopolis in Upper Egypt. In this particular area of the cemetery 
Middle Kingdom tombs had also been found. On the map (fig. the 
three cemeteries to the north-east of Akhmim are clearly marked. 
Cemeteries B and C were not yet explored in 188611887, so that the 
codex was found in the central cemetery A. Cemeteries B and C con- 
tain tombs cut in the rock dating from the Middle Kingdom to the 
Graeco-Roman period. Cemetery A is quite different, being a low 
ridge of over two kilometers. This area has been used as a cemetery 
from the pre-dynastic period onwards. The tombs were dug in the 
surface and are generally not well preserved. This is the result not 
only of the wear of time, but also of human intervention. In 1884 the 
then director of the Egyptian antiquities service G. Maspero started 
digging there, but he did not exercise the supervision in person. The 
result is that no reliable information exists on anything that was 
found there. For five years the antiquities service worked on the site, 
but so did the local population. Both retrieved masses of objects that 
were carted off to the museum in Gizeh or to the antiquities market. 
From 1884 onwards many objects, especially textiles, from cemetery 
A were sold to museums around the world. 

Somewhere in this mess the codex containing a substantial frag- 
ment of the ApPt in Greek was found. Looking at the map and at 
photos from cemetery A, I would guess that the find was made in the 
central part of the cemetery, near Dayr al-Wastani. Where the Middle 
Kingdom tombs were found is unknown. The antiquities service had 
started from the north and was working its way to the south, which it 
did not reach until 1888. The first editor of the Akhmim codex claims 
that it was found in the tomb of a monk. This was no doubt merely an 
inference from the content of the codex, not based on actual indica- 

Taken from K.P. Kuhlmann, Materialien zur Archaologie iind Ge- 
schichte des Raunles von Achnzim (Mainz, 1983) 53, Abb. 14. 
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J)L,Dayr al- Bahri 

A = al-Hawsw~S - B = (Bayt) al-Madina 
- C = as-Salimfini 

Fig. 1 The Akhmim cemeteries (see n. 4) 

tions in the tomb itself. The inference may be correct, but it should 
not be used as an independent fact in discussing the codex. As one 
can tell from the map, there are nowadays three monasteries in cem- 
etery A. In Arabic they are appropriately called the Northern, the 
Middle and the Southern monastery. These are only a couple of cen- 
turies old, but they may ultimately go back to late antiquity. There 
were, however, many other monastic sites in the Akhmim area, and 
monks are certainly not the only candidates for the ownership of 
early Christian texts. Any Greek-speaking inhabitant of Panopolis 
with a penchant for apocalyptic literature may have been buried in 
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cemetery A. It would have been natural to include a codex with his or 
her5 favourite apocalyptic texts in the tomb. 

The composition of the codex is not satisfactorily discussed by 
the first editor. Unfortunately, E.G. Turner in his monograph on the 
typology of the early codex does not pay much attention to the codex 
pel- se6. The codex is in fact made up of several parchment manu- 
scripts and the leftovers of other parchment manuscripts. Although 
the first editor does not say anything about the quires, I have recon- 
structed the codex physically with the help of paper, glue, and com- 
mon sense7. 

The first quire containing a fragment of the GPr in Greek is a 
binio consisting of two bifolia or four leaves or eight pages to which 
a bifolium consisting of two leaves or four pages has been added (a 
new photo shows that pages 9-12 are one bifolium). The f i s t  page 
contains an illustration, an ornamental cross. The second page is 
headed by a small cross to indicate the beginning of the text. The 
fragment of the Greek text of the GPr occupies nine pages, which 
leaves the last two pages of the added bifolium blank. At the bottom 
of page ten we find an ornamental border with three small crosses to 
indicate the end of the text. The text ends abruptly in mid-sentence. 
This has usually been taken as an indication that the text was copied 
from a defective exemplar, just as the text of the ApPr contained in 
the next quire. But both texts begin with a proper sentence and the 
ApPt ends with one, so I do not think the inference is correct. I rather 

This is not merely deference to feminism on my part. The only documen- 
tary attestation of a Greek reading public for apocalyptic texts in Egypt hap- 
pens to relate to a woman. P. 0,iy. 63.4365 is a fourth-century letter in 
which the writer asks a woman to lend him/her a copy of 4 Ezra in exchange 
for a copy of the Book of Jubilees (the 'Little Genesis'). On this text see D. 
Hagedom, 'Die "kleine Genesis" in P. Oxy. XLIII 4365', ZPE 116 (1997) 
147-8. 
".G. Tumer, The Typology of the Ear1.y Codes (Philadelphia, 1977) 185, 
dating it to the sixth century. 
' Making a mock-up of a codex helps one to get a clear physical grasp of 

it. Detailed descriptions can only take one so far. In this case detailed de- 
scriptions are lacking. T.J. Kraus kindly showed me some new photos of the 
codex. 
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think that the fragments of the GPt and the ApPr were considered 
complete in themselves, but that in the case of the GPt there was no 
room left at the bottom of page 10 to finish the fragment. It seems as 
if the scribe drew the ornamental border first and that he could not 
continue the text beyond it on the next page. Originally he used a 
binio, as in the case of the fragment of the ApPt, but towards the end 
of page eight he realised that he had to add more text. He must have 
calculated the length of the remainder and found that the text would 
occupy another two pages. He added a bifolium of which he thought 
he could use only two pages, because the other two pages would be 
folded before page one, thus creating a ternio. The binder, however, 
folded the other two pages after page ten, so that page one with the 
illustration remained up front. The scribe apparently could not fore- 
see this, so he drew the ornamental border on page ten, which he ex- 
pected to be the last page. He continued to copy the Greek text on 
page nine. When he had almost reached the end on page ten he found 
that there was not enough room. He put as many words in the last 
line as possible, but the sentence could not be completed. Presumably 
there was not much text left to copy. The fragment of the GPt he 
wanted to copy consisted of a selection from the larger text which 
started with a proper sentence and ended with one. This selection will 
not have been much longer than what we now have. I score an impor- 
tant point here, because the selection we have was made on purpose. 
What dictated the choice of this particular section will be considered 
later when I deal with the fragment of the ApPt, which also seems to 
be a selection rather than a leftover. 

The handwriting of the fragment of the GPt and the ApPr is the 
same. It is a carefully written documentary hand, which is difficult to 
date precisely. The scribe uses traditional capital letterforms along- 
side more recent cursive letterforms. The latter (occasional delta and 
pi, occasional final upsilon) in conjunction with telltale cursive com- 
binations of letters (epsilon-iota, epsilon-rho, tau-epsilon) date the 
hand to the sixth or seventh century. Cavallo and Maehler put the 
hand in the late sixth century, the date they assign to the hands used 
for 1 Enock contained in the same codex. The hand of the GPr and 
the ApPt is highly individual because of its unusual but not unparal- 
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leled leftward slant. Because it tries to produce the regularity of a 
bookhand and avoids the flourish of the contemporary documentary 
hand, it uses more traditional capital letterforms and only occasion- 
ally more recent cursive letterforms. This is in fact the same process 
as that which produced the Greek minuscule hand in the eighth cen- 
tury, but the process is here seen in an early stage. Most documents 
of the sixth and seventh centuries were written by professional 
scribes such as notaries. The hand of the GPt and the ApPt in the 
Akhmim codex is not a typical notarial hand, but the most direct par- 
allels are in fact found in notarial documents of the late sixth cen- 
tury8. The most remarkable features are the triangular delta and espe- 
cially the enlarged sigma, usually in final position. The latter is 
occasionally but never so consistently found in documents of the 
sixth and seventh century. It is odd that the scribe did not use con- 
temporary literary letterforms for these two literary texts. One would 
rather have expected something in the order of the biblical majuscule 
used by the two scribes who wrote the fragment of I Enoch con- 
tained in the same codex. Yet the scribe knew what he was doing, be- 
cause, as we have seen, he calculated the length of the text before- 

- -  - -  - - - -  
hand. Nonzina sacra are strictly limited to KC, OC, and ANOC for 
~ l j p t o ~ ,  0 ~ 6 ~  and Gv0ponoq respectively (occasionally ~ G p t o ~  and 
0 ~ 6 5  are written out in full)9. 

The second quire is a binio consisting of two bifolia or four 
leaves or eight pages. It was bound upside down in the codex. The 
first page is left blank. No doubt it was intended for an illustration 
such as the one adorning the first page of the first quire, but this was 
never added. The second page is headed by a small cross to indicate 
the beginning of the text just as in the first quire. The Greek text of 
the ApPt occupies seven pages. On page 7 the text is headed by an- 
other small cross. Something went wrong here, because the text ends 
at the bottom of page 8, where one might have rather expected the 

V. Munch. I. 1 and 7 of 574 and 583 respectively. P. Miinch. 1.14 of 594 
and P. Lond. 3.1012 of 633 use even more capital letterforms, but show less 
general similarity with the hand of the GPt and the ApPt. 

In the GPt and the ApPt there are no nomina sacra for 'I~pouoahjp, 
'Iopajh, oBpav6<, oor jp ,  and ~ 1 6 5 .  
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cross. There is no ornamental border there either, and the writing 
stops in the middle of the line. The last sentence is complete as it 
stands, and the letters in the last line are larger than in the rest of the 
text, indicating that it is the end. 

The third quire is written in a different hand. It is a quatemio 
consisting of four bifolia or eight leaves or sixteen pages. The first 
leaf is missing now, but my reconstruction of the quires presupposes 
its presence. It must have fallen out before the codex was deposited 
in the tomb. This may be an indication that the codex was used be- 
fore it ended up in the tomb and that it was therefore not specifically 
made for the tomb, but the quire may also have been incomplete 
when it was first put in the codex. The text starts with a section of 1 
Enoch repeated from further down. Only on the third preserved page 
does chapter 1, verse 1 start without any indication that it does, right 
in the middle of a line. How much text preceded this we cannot tell, 
because yet another quire may have preceded originally. The mistake 
probably arose because the exemplar had skipped sections 20 and 
following and added them at the front. The scribe copied this addi- 
tion supposing it was the beginning of the text, but he also copied it 
at its proper place where the exemplar had no doubt added a marginal 
note refening to the addition at the front. 

The fourth quire is written in the same hand as the third. It is 
again a quaternio consisting of four bifolia or eight leaves or sixteen 
pages. The text continues that of the preceding quire. 

The fifth quire is written in yet another hand. It is again a 
quatemio consisting of four bifolia or eight leaves or sixteen pages. 
The text continues that of the preceding quire, but breaks off at the 
end. This is indicated by a small symbol that fills the space at the end 
of the line. Clearly, the person who put the Akhmim codex together 
had only the first three quires of a larger codex with 1 Elloch at his 
disposal. Such codices with incomplete texts are quite common in 
late antiquity. 

The last leaf of the codex was glued to the inside of the cover. 
That is at least what the first editor claims. Perhaps the leaf merely 
stuck to the inside. Originally this may have been another quatemio 
consisting of four bifolia or eight leaves or sixteen pages. The miss- 
ing leaves could in that case have fallen out before the codex was 
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deposited in the tomb, but it is also possible that a stray leaf was used 
to strengthen the back cover. The Greek text is from the Martyrdom 
o f  Julia11 of AnazarbuslO. The handwriting is the most literary in the 
codex and can be securely dated to the first half of the seventh cen- 
tury. The ornamental roundels underneath delta and the sling to the 
left at the bottom of beta are features that do not occur before the end 
of the sixth century. If this leaf was used to fasten the inside of the 
cover, as the first editor claimed, it might have been added to the 
codex at a later date. The size of the leaf, the pricking holes, and the 
ruling in any case suggest a link between it and the preceding three 
quires, which have a similar make-up. 

The last leaf therefore must stem from the same scriptorium as 
the preceding three quires. It employed three different scribes or 
styles, but not necessarily concomitantly. The fragment of the Mar- 
tyrdom of Julian of Anazarbus may have been written at a slightly 
later date. The first scribe of the fragment of I Enoch is rather 
clumsy and sticks to the ruling even if the lines are not straight. His 
letterforms are slightly more difficult to date than those of the other 
scribe of the fragment of I E17ock and those of the scribe of the Mar- 
tyrdom o f  Julian of Anazarbus. Cavallo and Maehler assign the hand 
of the first fragment of I Enock with a small margin of error to the 
late-sixth century. It could conceivably be contemporary with the 
hand of the last leaf in the codex, which I put in the f i s t  half of the 
seventh century. The second scribe of I Enoch is more careful", dis- 
regards the ruling if necessary and embellishes his letters with orna- 
mental roundels at the end of thin letter-strokes but not underneath 
delta. The literary letterforms suggest a rather late date in the devel- 
opment of this type of script. Cavallo and Maehler put it also in the 
late sixth century, but again the script could also be slightly later and 
contemporary with that of the last leaf in the codex. The first half of 

' O  A. Ehrhard,  her-liefer~rng urld Bestarrd der hagiograpl~ischerz urzd 
honziletischen Liter-atur der- griechischen Kirche vorl den Arlfiirzgen his zum 
Ende des 16. Jahrlz~rnderts 1 (Leipzig, 1937) 70-2, is confused about the 
identification. 
" Cavallo and Maehler, Greek Bookhands, no. 41, claim that the writing is 
equally crude as that of the first scribe, but this seems excessive. 
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the seventh century is the latest possible date for the composition of 
the portions of the codex written in bookhands. The traditional date 
assigned to the codex (eighthlninth century) is in any case too late. 

The hand of the first two quires with the fragments of the GPt 
and the ApPt may be contemporary or a little earlier than those of the 
other quires and the last leaf. It looks as if the codex was composed 
of leftovers. The three quires with 1 Enoch and the leaf of the Mar- 
ordon? of Julia17 of Aizazarbus are clearly incomplete and were cer- 
tainly not written for the present codex. The first two quires, how- 
ever, although they do not give a complete text, were nevertheless 
regarded as selections complete in themselves. Were they specifically 
written for the codex or were they available before it was put to- 
gether just as the leftovers of 1 Enoch and the M a r ~ r d o m  o f  Julian of 
Anazarbus? If they were written specifically for this codex, they 
were presumably copied from an exemplar in a different size, which 
did not fit the codex, and perhaps also on different material (papy- 
rus). The exemplar may in any case have been written in a reformed 
documentary hand, as most of the earliest Christian literary texts on 
papyrus were until the fourth century. While copying such a text, a 
scribe might have preferred using documentary letterforms himself, 
because it would have been easier to calculate beforehand how much 
space the fragments would take up. The exemplar must have con- 
tained both the GPr and the ApPt, because the latter was edited to fit 
the former, as we can tell from a comparison with the Ethiopic. Yet 
the exemplar must also have clearly distinguished the two texts. The 
ApPt was not incorporated into the GPt, and the first two quires in 
the Akhmim codex do not represent detached fragments of a single 
composite text, but selections complete in themselves, as I have sug- 
gested. 

The first two quires may have been available for some time be- 
fore the codex was put together. This may seem less likely on the 
surface. The first quire with its illustration seems to have been made 
for the opening of a codex and does not seem large enough by itself 
to form a separate codex, but there were other such small booklets in 
late antique Egypt. The second quire also seems rather small for an 
independent booklet that was only incorporated into a larger codex at 
a later date, but the blank page on its cover strongly suggests that it 
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was also meant to form a separate booklet. It never received an illus- 
tration such as the one found on the first booklet because it was kept 
with the first booklet. The two booklets were no doubt made at the 
same time and by the same scribe and in the order in which the two 
booklets were later incorporated into the composite codex. The script 
is most careful at the beginning of the GPt, but becomes less careful 
later on. The ApPt continues this less careful script, which shows that 
the same scribe wrote it immediately after the GPt. Whoever made 
up the booklets transferred two older, but related fragments onto 
parchment leaves in a size similar to that of the fragments of I Enoch 
and the Martyrdom of Julian of Anazar-b~u with which they were 
eventually joined in a composite codex. These were written on rather 
small and squarish leaves (about 12 x 15 cm), which are otherwise 
rare at such a late dateI2. This format must have been current in the 
scriptorium where the various components of the codex were written. 
The first two texts were also written on quires of this size but without 
any ruling and in a documentary hand13. This must have happened at 
about the same time as the leftovers of I Enoch were written. When 
the codex was put together is not known. The owner did not mind the 
incomplete state of the texts. The GPt and the ApPt were incomplete, 
but they represented already edited chunks of the original composi- 
tions. After the codex was constructed, it may not have been used 
much. There are no certain signs of use. The occasional correction 
seems original, that is, made by the scribes themselvesI4. The leaf of 
the Martyrdom of Julian of Anazar-bus, which was glued to the back 
cover, perhaps to strengthen it, may have been added at a later stage, 
which would indicate that the codex was not immediately deposited 
in the tomb in which it was found. 

l 2  A fifth-century parallel from Panopolis is the famous Berlin gnostic pa- 
pyrus codex (inv. 8502). 
l 3  The size of the individual leaves can only be established with the origi- 
nal in hand. The plates of Lods, ~ v a n ~ i l e  and Gebhardt, Evangeli~tm, do not 
seem to be consistently printed in natural size. 
IJ I think the correction of pavtorat to pa\oa/v~orai in section 23 is also 

original, but Gebhardt, Evangelilmz, 33, thought this could be in a later 
hand. 
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In late antiquity, leftovers of several manuscripts were often put 
together in a bundle to create a new codex, or selections from various 
texts were made to create a composite manuscript. Both phenomena 
seem to be at work in our codex15. The last three quires and the last 
leaf are clearly leftovers. The first two quires are complete as they 
stand, but their texts are selections of larger compositions. We may 
be tempted to look for a specific reason why the different parts were 
thus combined. The common denominator in the codex is Greek, and 
the combination of two apocalypses (that of Peter and 1 Enoch) 
seems deliberate. The Martyrdom of J~lliall of Anazarhus may well 
be connected with the GPt, which records the trial of Christ just as 
much as it records the trial of Julian. The GPt naturally joins the 
ApPt. The parallel between the Jews who condemned Jesus with 
whom the Gospel fragment opens and the false prophets with whom 
the Apocalypse fragment opens may well be deliberate. Why were all 
these texts put together in the seventh century or even later? There 
may be a link with the great upheavals in Egypt at the time, notably 
the Arab conquest, but I do not want to speculate on this. 

What does this interpretative description tell us about the ApPt? 
If the text was copied from a defective exemplar, which was incom- 
plete, there is no use speculating about the selection of this particular 
portion of the text. But if the selection was made already in the ex- 
emplar the choice itself becomes the subject of historical inquiry. The 
fact that the order of the text is inverted compared to the Ethiopic text 
is also intriguing. Both the GPt and the ApPt begin with a proper sen- 
tence, even if the sentences seem to refer back to something that 
originally preceded it. The Gospel fragment ends abruptly, but this 
may well have been the result of lack of space, as I have suggested. 
The Apocalypse fragment ends with a proper sentence. If the selec- 
tion of these texts was made specifically for the two booklets, it 
would be one of the last creative acts in Greek on the part of Egyp- 
tian Christians. It is not impossible to identify Egyptian Christians 
literate in Greek at this late date, even in monasteries, but if they 

I s  A. Petrucci has discussed this for Latin manuscripts in A. Giardina (ed), 
Tr-adizione dei classici, tr-asfor-n~azior~i della cultur-a (Rome and Bari, 1986) 
173-87. 
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were not writing documents but creative works of literature, they 
would no longer do so in Greek. There may still have been pockets of 
Greek-speaking Origenists in Egypt, who may not have been unsym- 
pathetic towards this kind of early Christian literature, but even they 
would be preserving, not creating, such selections by this date. 

If the selection of the first two texts in the codex was already 
made in the exemplar or earlier still, this would push its date back to 
a time when Greek was still in active use among Egyptian Christians. 
The Greek text of the ApPt inverts the order of the original as we can 
tell from the Ethiopic. To make the text intelligible a few sentences 
had to be added at the beginning and between the two portions. This 
was the work of whoever made the selection from the ApPt. It is dif- 
ficult to decide when this happened. 

Most intriguing is the fact that the first two quires are related, not 
in the sense that they are detached fragments of the same book, as 
many have thoughtI6, but in that the selection of both texts together 
was a coordinated effort which resulted in a set of two distinct texts 
transmitted together. The scribe of the exemplar and the scribe of the 
first two quires in the Akhmim codex knew that they were dealing 
with two distinct texts, but the scribe of the exemplar (or an even ear- 
lier scribe) had edited the fragment of the ApPt to conform it to the 
Gospel fragment. Because we do not have another text of the GPt, 
we cannot tell whether the Gospel fragment was also edited in the 
process. I think that the opening sentence of the Apocalypse frag- 
ment, for which there is no parallel in the Ethiopic text, was added 
when the selection was made and edited. 'Many of them will be 
pseudo-prophets' cannot refer back to a previous portion of the text 
of the ApPt, because there is nothing in the Ethiopic to link it with. I 
think that it should be read in light of the opening of the GPt. There 
the first sentence begins with a clear reference to the Jews. It is an 
anti-Jewish text and blames the Jews and king Herod while it let 
Pilate off the hook: 'Of the Jews no one washed his hands'. The ref- 
erence to the Jews is picked up in the added opening of the Apoca- 
(vpse fragment: 'Many of them will be pseudo-prophets'. Here 

l 6  E.g. M.R. James, 'The Rainer Fragment of the Apocalypse of Peter', 
JTS 32 (1931) 275-8, criticising Vaganay, ~ v a n ~ i l e ,  187-92. 
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'them' cannot refer to a group of people mentioned earlier in the 
ApPt, as we know from the Ethiopic. Because it was added when the 
selection was made, it must refer to a group of people the editor had 
in mind when selecting the fragment of the ApPt, which immediately 
follows the fragment of the GPt. 

If the slant put on the ApPt derives from the anti-Jewish slant of 
the GPt,  we can understand why the text of the ApPt was edited the 
way it was. Everywhere the positive references to things Jewish have 
been deftly edited away. An originally Jewish Christian text has thus 
been changed to an anti-Jewish text. This may have been done in the 
second or third century. It may have been done in Egypt and more 
particularly in Alexandria, where anti-Jewish feelings were strong. 
We know that the original version of the ApPt was available to Clem- 
ent of Alexandria, but not necessarily in Alexandria itself". If the 
edited version was made in the second century in Egypt, it must have 
been done in Alexandria, because it would be too early for Christian 
literary activity in the Egyptian chora. But it may also have been 
made in the third century, in which case it might have been made in 
the chora. The reference to animal worship in section 10.5 of the 
Ethiopic text does not point to an original composition of the ApPt in 
Alexandria. This was general knowledge (cf. Romans 1.23). It is re- 
markable that section 33 of the Akhmim text drops this reference, but 
then it drops many more precise references as well. 

Another startling feature of the edited version of the ApPt repre- 
sented by the Akhmim text is the suppression of the section on the 
generic 'guardian' (rqp&hoGxo<) angel". This is the only section of 
the ApPt actually quoted by Christian authors of the second and third 
century19. This was its trademark, so to speak, yet it was suppressed 
in the edited version represented by the Akhmim text. This version 

I 7  Origen does not mention it, but by his time the Apocalypse of Paul may 
have replaced the ApPr. '' Section 26 of the Akhmim text as against section 8.10 in the Ethiopic, 
where Tqp~hoCxo~ is regarded as a proper name. For the angel, see also 
Bremmer, this volume. 10f. 
l 9  Clement of Alexandria, Eclogne PI-opheticae 41 and 48 and Methodius 

of Olympus. Sytllposilrrli 2.6. where rqp~hoijxoq appears in the plural. 
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was probably meant to be more orthodox than the Jewish Christian 
original. The mention of the angel Ezrael (sections 7.10, 9.1 and 10.5 
of the Ethiopic text) has also been removed in the version attested in 
the Akhmim text (sections 25, 27 and 33). 

R. Bauckham claims that the original ApPt was a Jewish Chris- 

tian tract from Palestine written during the persecution of Christians 
by Bar Kokhba, the false messiah20. This is way too precise for the 
very general references to martyrs, false messiahs, and Jews, the very 
stuff of this kind of eschatology, to be accepted2'. But it is neverthe- 

less clear from the vision at the end (sections 15-17 of the Ethiopic 
text) that the original text was written from a Jewish Christian per- 
spective2'. The focus on 'pagan' sins does not necessarily point to a 

' O  R. Bauckham, The Fate of the Dead. Studies or7 the . le~~isl l  ar~d Ckris- 
riarl Apocalypses (Leiden, 1998) 160-258, which is taken from Apocrypha 5 
(1994) 7-1 11. Cf. Tigchelaar, this volume, Ch. IV. 
? '  Bauckham, The Fate, 183-4, claims that the reference to the punishment 
of those who have persecuted or betrayed martyrs is unique. But that does 
not mean that it can only refer to Jewish Christians persecuted under Bar 
Kokhba (cf. Matthew 25.31-46 for the punishment of those who have failed 
to help martyrs, where the reference cannot be to Jewish Christians perse- 
cuted under Bar Kokhba). Note in this connection that Bauckham, op. cit., 
184 and 241, adopts the translation of Muller (not Buchholz, as Bauckham, 
op. cir., 241, note 95, claims) for section 16.5 of the Ethiopic text ('those 
who are [or will be] persecuted for my righteousness' sake' instead of 'those 
who pursued my righteousness'. as in Buchholz, Your Eyes, 238). See 
C.D.G. Muller in W. Schneemelcher (ed), Ne~rtestar71er7tlicI7e Apokrypherl 2 
(Tiibingen 19895) 577, who regards the phrase 'those who are persecuted for 
my righteousness' sake' as a direct quotation of Marrhe~l 5.10. The corre- 
sponding Greek text (section 20) just has 'the righteous'. Immediately fol- 
lowing, the Ethiopic text (16.6) identifies 'those who pursued my righteous- 
ness' as a quotation from 'the book of my Lord Jesus Christ'. Cf. also E. 
Norelli, 'Situation des apocryphes pktriniens', Apocrypha 2 (1991) 31-83 at 
45-6. note 43. 
" It is therefore remarkable that the ApPt assumes a 'high christology', 
notwithstanding the strictures of Buchholz, Yolrr Eyes, 392-3. The false 
messiah claims in section 2.8 of the Ethiopic text: 'I am the Christ who has 
come into the world'. This implies that the true Christ has come into the 
world in the Johannine sense. The ApPt does not develop this idea further, 
but then it did not have to. 
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place of composition outside Palestine, but certainly does not rule it 
out either. Perhaps Rome should be considered a good candidate. The 
martyrdom of Peter in Rome is here unequivocally mentioned for the 
first time in an early Christian text23. Moreover, the ApPr is first 
mentioned in the Canon Muratori. Bauckham places special emphasis 
on the absence of any mention of the imperial which in his 
view would be strange anywhere but in Palestine, but even if we al- 
low this argument from silence, it would not rule out Rome, where 
the imperial cult was not very intrusi~e'~. In section 14.4 of the 
Ethiopic text the enemy of the faithful is at any rate clearly identified 
with the Roman state embodied by the emperor Nero ('the son of the 
one in Hades'), as in Revelation. The original question with which 
the final vision in the ApPt grappled was the present fate of the Jew- 
ish believers before the coming of Christ. In the edited version of the 
Akhmim codex this has been carefully changed to a question about 
the present fate of the Christian believers who had passed away in the 
meantime. References to Moses, Elijah, and the patriarchs have been 
carefully removed26. The Apocalypse of Paul (ApPI) follows the 

23 My confirmation of James's reading of the Rainer fragment (see the ap- 
pendix) puts this beyond doubt. 
24 Bauckham, The Fate, 185. 
25 In Alexandria or Antioch one would perhaps have expected a reference 
to the imperial cult. For Antioch as a possible place of composition of the 
ApPt, see Norelli, 'Situation', 62. '" The only problem seems to be the possible reference to Jewish high- 
priests in section 20 of the Akhmim text. The reading there, a p x ~ p o ( v ) ,  can 
be variously explained. In light of section 5 of the Akhmim text, which has 
no counterpart in the Ethiopic text, but is one of the sections added in the 
revision, we would expect &6&hq6(v) here with Wilamowitz, but 
apxepo(v)  looks rather like a misspelling for & p x ~ ~ p e o ( v ) ,  'highpriests', 
as Harnack thought. There were officers within some Christian communities 
called 'highpriests' (see Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lesicon, s . ~ .  &p~1&p&6<),  
but I suspect that apx&po(v)  is a misreading for &pxaio(v), 'ancients'. This 
could refer to the previous generation(s) of Christians who had died in the 
meantime. The difficulty glossed over by the revision is that at the dramatic 
date of the vision itself there were as yet no Christian 'brethren' about 
whose fate the disciples might be worried. At any rate the 'brethren' of sec- 
tions 5 and 13 of the Akhmim text are meant here. The Ethiopic text refers 
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Akhmim version of the ApPt in presenting the fate of the sinners also 
as a vision rather than as a prophecy as in the Ethiopic version and 
the other Greek fragments2'. 

After the detailed description of the future punishments of the 
sinners follows the brief description of the future bliss of the believ- 
e r ~ ~ ~ .  In the Ethiopic text this occupies section 14.1-3. This is fol- 
lowed by a prophecy for Peter personally and then, in sections 15-17, 
by a vision of the present fate of Jewish believers from before Christ 
came, which the Akhmim text has changed into a vision of the 
present fate of the previous generation(s) of Christian believers who 
have died in the meantime. Section 14.1-3 of the Ethiopic text is gar- 
bled, but a Greek fragment (see the appendix) preserves what seems 
a more correct version of this part of the text2" In it the claim is 
made that believers can ask for the release of sinners out of punish- 
ment. This is a startling statement in full contradiction with the rest 
of the ApPt as it is known from the Ethiopic. The Ethiopic text is 
consistent in itself and makes a careful distinction between the eter- 
nal punishments of the sinners and the eternal bliss of the believers, 
both future. Section 13 of the Ethiopic text contains the final demon- 
stration of the idea that the punishment of sinners is fully justified, 
and the righteous are witness to this. They are even said to be content 
with the punishment of the sinners, not in the sense that they are sat- 
isfied so that they can subsequently plead for mercy. Not all sins 
committed by the sinners were directed specifically at the righteous, 
but all sins were directed against God (see section 3.7 of the Ethiopic 
text). In the Ethiopic text there is no room for last-minute transfers of 
sinners at the request of the righteous as there seems to be in the 
Greek fragment. This has been interpreted by Buchholz in such a 
way that the Ethiopic text has been edited, whereas the Greek frag- 

to 'fathers' at this point and to Moses and Elijah in the text corresponding to 
section 13 of the Akhmim text, which was also revised. 

It would be odd if the ApPl would have preceded the edited version of 
the ApPr. In that case the publication of the ApPl would have triggered the 
revision of the ApPr. 
'8 SO in the Ethiopic; the punishments are in the present in the Akhrnim 

text. 
29 Cf. Adamik, this volume, Ch. VI. 
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ment would preserve the original sense. This is hardly credible. The 
Ethiopic text is consistent in itself so that it is difficult to believe that 
this is the result of editing. If we would read section 14.1-3 in the 
Ethiopic text as Buchholz does, it would be very odd and terse. In 
fact, it is difficult to believe that the Greek text is completely under- 
standable as it stands. The correct reading, iiv Eav Erljoovrai (for 
a i r l j oov ra~)  ps EK rTjq K O ~ ~ ~ G E O S  is completely out of tune with 
the rest of the text, even with what little remains of the Greek, be- 
cause the punishments are clearly eternal and moreover future, thus 
the reference is not to some kind of 'intermediate' state out of which 
sinners might still be extracted through the good offices of the right- 
eous30. 

Moreover, I think that the original Greek texts read just 6 Eav 
air l joovrai  p ~ ,  which makes perfect sense and is compatible with 
the Ethiopic. The first thing said about the future bliss of believers is 
that they will receive what they have asked for. Although this is one 
step down from the New Testament, where believers receive what 
they ask for right now, it is understandable. In some of the parallels 
adduced by James this is in fact what is meant". In the Coptic 
Apocalypse of Elijak the believers will receive what they have asked 
for while the unbelievers will be punished32. One of the things be- 
lievers have asked for is revenge (cf. section 13.2 of the Ethiopic text 
of the A P P ~ ) ~ ~ .  In other texts the thought that believers can ask for the 

30 Cases of prayers for deceased sinners are not particularly common early 
on. See on this generally E. Peterson, Friikkirche, Juder7t~rr?i ~rild Gi70sis 
(Freiburg, 1959) 310-2; J.A. Trumbower, Rescue for the Dead. The Posth~r- 
rvocrs Salvatiori of Non-Christians in Early Christianity (Oxford, 2001). 
Consider such cases as the Acts of Pall1 arid Tl7ecla 28-29. Here Thecla 
prays for the soul of the dead girl Falconilla. who had commissioned her 
mother in a dream to ask Thecla to do so. Strictly speaking, Falconilla is in 
an 'intermediate' state. 
31 James 'Rainer Fragment', 272-3; cf. Buchholz, Your Eyes, 43-79 (a dis- 

cussion of the indirect witnesses of the ApPt), and Bauckham, The Fate, 
232-5. 
3' Section 5.27-29 in the recent edition of this text by D. Frankfurter, 
Elijah it1 Upper Egypt (Minneapolis, 1993). 
33 James interpreted the Coptic to mean that believers could ask in the fu- 
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salvation of sinners clearly applies to the present, not to some future 
time. In the Epistula Apo~to lorurn~~ and even in the Sibylline Oracles 
this is the case. In the latter text, however, there is an important addi- 
tion. Believers can indeed request the salvation of sinners now, but 
this will in some cases be granted only at the end of time and not 
right away (e.g. through the conversion of the sinner prayed for). In 
SibOr 2.334-8 the release of sinners from punishments they are al- 
ready experiencing is spoken of (note the use of Eoau015, 'later', in 
line 334). As James has suggested, this idea must have been taken 
from the ApPt. But not from the original version, which we know 
through the Ethiopic and which I assume to have read 6 Eav 
airfioovrai p ~ ,  but from a version represented by the Greek frag- 
ment. What probably happened very early on in the transmission of 
the text was an alteration from 6 to 6v, a difference of just one letter. 
To make sense of the new reading, it had to be specified in what 
sense God would give 'whomsoever' at the request of the believers. 
This specification is lacking in the Ethiopic and it presumably also 
lacked in the original text, because it needed no further specification 
when it said that believers would receive 'whatsoever' they asked 
for". Buchholz incorrectly states that the verb airfioovrat is in the 
future36. It is an aorist subjunctive and refers to requests made by be- 
lievers now which are to be finally granted at the end of time (no 
doubt including requests for revenge). By changing 6 to 6v and add- 
ing that believers would receive 'whomsoever they asked for' our of 
pzrnishnient, the Greek fragment changes the meaning of the phrase - 
without, however, transposing the requests themselves to the future3'. 
This rewriting of the ApPt gave rise to the idea that the requests of 
believers would save some sinners out of punishment at the end of 

ture for the release of those punished. but this is incorrect in light of Frank- 
furter's new edition. 
3J In section 40 the righteous promise to evangelise the sinners, so this 
clearly refers to the present. 
35 Most scholars assume the specification was removed from the Ethiopic; 
see, e.g., Buchholz, Your Eyes, 349; Trumbower, Rescue, 51. 
36 Buchholz, Yo~rr Eyes, 349. 
37 Future requests are. however, assumed by the n7isericordes mentioned 
by Augustine, De Ci~itate Dei 21.18.1. 
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time (and not now, e.g. through the conversion of the sinner prayed 
for). This idea is found in the Sibylline Oracles, which probably used 
an already corrupt text of the ApPt. It is not found in other early 
texts. There are other ideas about the ultimate salvation of sinners 
even out of punishment, such as Origen's idea that eventually all sin- 
ners would have served their time, but this is not what the Greek text 
of the ApPt implies3*. 

The conclusion must be that the idea that through the interces- 
sion of believers some sinners can be saved out of (rather than from) 
eternal punishment arose from a misreading of a text regarded as al- 
most scripture in the second century. In section 14.1-3 of the 
Ethiopic text, which in my view fairly represents the original ApPt, 
only one kind of people is meant: the elect who will experience fu- 
ture bliss. First it is stated that they will be granted whatever they 
have asked for, next that they will be purified, which is apparently a 
necessary prerequisite for entering bliss. Even in the Greek text it is 
clearly the elect who will be purified. Although it had changed 6 
6av airljoovzai P E  to 8v 6av Ezfpovzai PE,  it kept the plural 
a6zoiq in the next sentence, in which Christ says he will give them 
(i.e. the elect of the previous sentence) their baptism in the 
Acherusian Lake39. Thus they will be able to enjoy their rightful 
share of bliss. 

Appendix: The Bodleian and Ruiner Fragments 

Two fragments of a fifth-century Greek manuscript have survived40, 
which contained a version of the ApPt much closer to the Ethiopic 

3R In the Mystery of tlze Jud,qement of Sinners, which is included in the 
same Ethiopic manuscript as the ApPt, it is Jesus who will plead for the re- 
lease of sinners out of punishment, but this must be kept a secret. This is a 
late version of the idea that ultimately all sinners will be saved, but this is 
not the selective salvation of sinners implied by the Greek fragment of the 
ApPt. 
39 See on this Copeland, this volume, Ch. VTT. 
" This is James's date for the Bodleian fragment. For a parallel see 
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than the Akhmim text. The Bodleian fragment was first published by 
James4', the Rainer fragment by W e ~ s e l y ~ ~ ,  who did not recognise it 
as a fragment of the ApPr. James correctly surmised that the frag- 
ments were from the same manuscript. From photographs of both 
fragments I can confirm that they are indeed from the same manu- 
script. There is a distinct possibility that other fragments lie undetec- 
ted in other collections. In what follows I give a revised version of 
the Bodleian and Rainer fragments, which contain different sections 
of the ApPP3. The photographs do not always allow one to check 
the readings of the previous editors, especially in the case of the 
verso of the Bodleian fragment. From a comparison between the 
Bodleian fragment and the corresponding Akhmim text, which I 
have included for convenience, it follows that the latter is a rewriting 
of the Greek text. The Bodleian and Rainer fragments are much 
closer to the Ethiopic text and retain the future character of the pun- 
ishments, whereas in the Akhmim text the punishments are in the 
present. 

Cavallo and Maehler, Greek Bookhands, no. 24a (the Cotton Genesis). This 
would point to the second half of the fifth century. The tiny format of the 
codex is compatible with such a date, not with Wessely's date for the Rainer 
fragment (third century), which is in any case too early. To the lower stroke 
of the epsilon a small stroke is often added so that it looks as thick as the 
upper stroke. Sometimes this small stroke is detached from the lower stroke 
of the epsilon. Wessely inadvertantly interpreted these detached strokes as 
'commas'. 
J' M.R. James, 'A New Text of the Apocalypse of Peter I-111', JTS 12 
(191 1) 367-9 (addenda to p. 157). 
42 C. Wessely, Les pl~rs anciens nioi~~ln~ents du ckristianisme 2 (Paris, 
1924) 258-9. It was recognised as a fragment of the ApPr by K. Priimm, 
Biblica 10 (1929) 77-80, and subsequently republished by James, 'Rainer 
Fragment', 270-9. 
43 1 do not give a revised version of the Greek text in the Akhrnim codex. 
For this see E. Klostermann, Apocrypha I. Reste des Petrusevangeliums, der- 
Petrusapokalypse L I I I ~  des Kerygma Petri (Berlin, 1933, a reissue of the 2nd 
edition of 1908). Further work on this text has been spotty. See my note on 
section 20 ( a p ~ ~ p o ( v ) )  above and L. Radermacher, Wiener Studien 32 
(1910) 157, on section 21 (xtr6v' EvF~Gupivo~ for ahr6v EvG~Gupiva). 
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Bodleian Ms. The corresponding 
Gr.th. f. 4 (P) Akhmim text (33): 

Recto 
[Y~]VQ?K&S K [ P ~ ] -  
[ro]6vr&q &h[G]- 
[ o ~ ] t q  ~ a i  pa- 

4 [(3~]1')'06~~&[<] 
[Ealurobq E[p]- 
[np]oo9&v r[06]- 
[T]OV &%h- 

8 [hlov xhav[h(v)] 
~ a i  fivava- 
xcrcoroq [El- 
~ O U O ~ V  T ~ [ v ]  

12 ~ 6 h a o t ~ '  '>-- 
- 

~ a i  Ey'yiq [a6]- 

Verso 
[TI@!' ~ ? E P [ o ~ ]  
[Eloov~a! h[v]- 
[ ~ I P E S  ~ ~ l i  ~ [ u l -  

4 [ v ] ~ ~ K E <   at]- 

[ ~ I ~ E v ? !  r?l 
[KI~G(~E! T@[v] 
[&136whop[al- 

8 [ v ] ~ v .  0f'T0[t] 
[6]6 ~ i o t v  o[il- 
[T~]v&< K a -  

[rklhtnov 
12 [ T ~ ] V  TOG 8(&0)6 8- 

[Folv ~ a i  X ~ O E -  

( ~ a i  nap' EK&ivot< 6vSp~q  ETEPOI ~ a i )  
y u v a i ~ ~ q  birpGouq xupoq Exovr~q 
~ a i  fihhqhouq r l jnrovr~q (skipping 
Epxpoo9~v robrov ciGhhov nhavhv) 
~ a i  pqFkxors nauopevot rijq 
rotacrqq Kohao&oq 

James: siGh[hov] 
r 5 v  xhavhv - Presumably xhav[a] MS 

High dot and paragraph mark in MS 
Paragraph mark in MS 
Apostrophe in MS 

The corresponding Akhmim text (34): 
~ a i  Empot xirhtv Eyybq ~ K E ~ V O V  

y u v a i ~ ~ q  ~ a i  hv6peq cphey6p~vot 
~ a i  ( J Z P E ~ ~ ~ ~ E V O ~  ~ a i  
.cq yavt<op&vot (skipping 
~5 K ~ ~ C T E ~  T ~ V  ~18ohopavhv).  
ofrot  Fi: qoav  oi dcpkvrcq 
rqv  660v roc 8&oG 

James: 6- 
[Fo]v - & MS - James: 6- 
[hoql 

Recto, 7-8: There is no room for James's reading. The ~ i ' 8 o h a  are the 
Soava  mentioned just before in the Akhmim text. 
Verso 11-13: James's reading is odd. If there is a trace after ~ a ~ i h m o v ,  it 
is most likely a line filler (read as omicron by James). The present reading 
was already suggested by Bartlett apird James. 
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F. 1, recto On preceding page: nap- 
ikopat rois 
Khr)roi< pou. Dot in MS 
~ a i  E K ' K ~ E -  Apostrophe in MS - Read: E K ~ E -  

.i ~ r o i ~  pou 6v ~ r o i s  - bv MS - Wessely: O(EO)V 
Eav Erjoov- Eav o r  j oov-  
ra\i/ p& EK r i j ~  ra\i/ - Iota added above the line - Read: 
K O ~ ~ G E O S  ~ a i  a1r joovra t  

s S h o o  a6roiq 
K ~ O V  pd17T5t- 

opa  Ev oo rq -  
pig 'A~~pouoia[cJ  

12 hipvqq Y V  Ka- qv  MS 
hoGotv Ev T@ 

F. 1, verso 
'Hhuoiq 7cs6iq 
pipes SIK~IO-  
oljvqs psra  

4 r6v  &yiov 
pow ~ a i  dim- High dot in MS 
he6oopat E- 
y b  ~ a i  01 E K ~ E -  

8 ~ r o i  pou dlyah- 
htGvrss ps- 
r a  rGv narpt- 
a p ~ G v  &is r$v) MS 

12 aioviav pou 
[P]aothciav. >- Dot (?) and paragraph mark in MS 

The inventory number has not been reported before. See also the photo 
and text in Adamik, this volume. Ch. VI. 
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F. 2, recto 
>- 
~ a i  notfioo p ~ -  
T' a b ~ i i v  ~ a q  Exa[y]- 
~ h i a q  pov 8q E- 

4 7~qy 'y~ thapqv  
a d ~ o i q  Eyk ~ a i  b 
n(at)fip pov 6 Ev 
~ o i q  ob(pav)oiq. >- 
>- 

8 i6ou EFfihooa 
oot  l l i r p ~  
~ a i  E 6 ~ 8 i -  
pqv xhvra. 

12 ~ a i  ~ O ~ E O O U  
~ i q  nohtv Pip:- 

F. 2, verso 
Xovoav 6 6 0 ~ -  
oq  ~ a i  ni- 
E TO ~0Tf ip l -  
ov 6 Envy- 

4 y ~ t h a p q v  c o t  
EV X E ~ P E ~  To6 
u(lo)6 roc  Ev "At- 
60u ~ i ' v a  dp- 

8 xilv hapq ad- 
t o6  il dcpa- 
v t a  ~ a i  oh 
GEKTOS ~ i i q  

12 E n a y ' y ~ h ~ i -  

Paragraph mark in MS 

Apostrophe in MS 

- 
n q p M S -  b MS 
mq MS - Dot and paragraph mark in MS 
Paragraph mark in MS 
Y6ou MS 

Dot in MS 

Dots in MS 

Wessely: 6xOo~-  

w5 

Wessely: line filler in MS 

Read: x ~ l p i  - Wessely: x ~ t p o i v  
uu MS 
Read: i'va 

Read: Bcpb- 
v u a -  High dot in MS - Wessely: line filler 
in MS 
Apostrophe in MS 
On next page: -aq - Read: Enayychiaq 

F. 1, recto 4-6: James's correction of Wessely's reading is confirmed by the 
photograph. There is no horizontal bar in the omicron in bv, but there is one 
in the epsilon in E~flowvrat. H. Harrauer confirmed the existence of a 
rough breathing above bv. 
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F. 1, recto 10 - f. 1, verso 1: Translate: 'in the salvation of what is called 
the Acherusian Lake in the Elysian Field'. This was correctly translated by 
James, but not by more recent editors such as Buchholz and Miiller. 
F. 2, verso 1-2: James's correction of Wessely's reading is confirmed by the 
MS. What Wessely read as ox is nothing but no shining through from the 
back (f. 2, recto 1). H. Harrauer confirmed the existence of delta, which is 
visible in ultraviolet light. 
F. 2, verso 6-8: Not: 'the son who is in Hades', which the Greek would al- 
low, but 'the son of the one who is in Hades'. The emperor Nero is in- 
tended: Peter's execution was the beginning of the end for Nero. 

Apperzdix: Photos of the Bodleiart Fragmertt 

Bodleian Library Ms. Gr. Th. f. 4 (P) '+" 
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